35th Annual Student Research Competition
Student Presentations

Arlena Liryce Gavino (Undergraduate, Mathematics & Economics): Integrating Critical Thinking in Mathematics
Faculty Mentor: Dr. Björg Jóhannsdóttir

Ryan Jordan (Graduate, English Literature): The Red Thread of Revenge: A Through Line from Western Drama to the January 6th Insurrection
Faculty Mentor: Dr. Anthony Perrello

Manny Nunez (Graduate, Social Work): Basic Needs and Academic Outcomes
Faculty Mentor: Dr. Jane Rousseau

Cassandra Olivas (Undergraduate, Biology & Computer Science): ACORN: Image Recognition Processing for Objective Behavioral
Faculty Mentor: Dr. Jennifer Cooper

Phoebe Roberts (Graduate, English Literature): Poison and Femininity on the Renaissance Stage
Faculty Mentor: Dr. Anthony Perrello

Katherine Sheldon (Graduate, English Literature): Belfast to Berkeley: Seamus Heaney in a Divided World
Faculty Mentor: Dr. Jesse Wolfe

Jarred White (Graduate, English): Unholy Resurrections: Ghouls of the Grave in the Western Film Genre
Faculty Mentor: Dr. Monica Montelongo Flores

Nathan Wilke (Graduate, English Literature): The Machine Man: Early Modern Theatre’s Automaton and its Influence on the Revenge Film
Faculty Mentor: Dr. Anthony Perrello